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1

Some graphic designers have a fear of a blank page or sheet of
paper. That’s because they equate the vast expanse of absolutely
nothing on the blank page with the lack of ideas in their mind.

But if you understand at the outset that each blank page has an under-
lying invisible structure with certain page elements inherent to that
page, then you can see that there is already something on the page. It’s
just a matter of you going on a hunt outside of your mind (thinking
“outside of the box”) to discover elements and ideas and choosing
which of these elements and ideas you are going to bring into play as
you combine them with your subject matter and text. As you hunt, you
gradually bring that hidden structure of the page to the surface where
everyone can see it clearly.

In this chapter we’ll show you what all those elements are. Then, when
you’re confronted with the vast stretches of a pefectly white and blank
sheet of paper, you won’t panic, because you’ll see all those elements
hiding just under the surface, waiting for you to put them together. Plus,
you and I both know that there is NOT a vast expanse of absolutely
nothing between your ears.

When you look at most “blank” pages, you’ll envision a grid composed of:
Margins
Columns of text
Headers
Footers
Mastheads
Headlines
Subheads
Captions
Graphic Objects
White Space

See, there’s already something on the page. Now let’s see what some
grids and those elements look like.
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2 Practical Graphic Design

The first thing you will see just under the surface of the blank page is the
“Grid” of the page. Over the years magazine and newspaper designers
discovered that having an established invisible grid pattern to hang all
their page elements on helps speed up layout production. Grids also
contribute to a uniform appearance of a publication. And even if you are
not laying out an article in a magazine, newspaper or newsletter, if you
have many visual elements and pieces of text that have to come together
into a pleasing layout, a grid can help organize everything.

Grids range from simple to very complex. There isn’t room to show you
all the different variations, so we’ll show you the most well-known ones.

Remember “The Lurking Loch Ness Monster” high school research paper
we started out with in chapter 1? All we could do there was type it, using
only a few limited design options. Now let’s take it and create a maga-
zine layout for it, using some grids and some other page elements.

We could format it into a common 2-column grid like this:

The Grid
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6 Practical Graphic Design
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Here’s how the grid lines look in
relation to the article layout.
Below you can see how many of
the page elements mentioned ear-
lier were treated in this layout.
Notice how even a simple rectan-
gle of gray can be utilized as a
graphic object and suggests the
water the monster is swimming in.

Another eye-catching technique is
to have the text of your article flow
around the shape of a graphic
object. In this case the type “runs
around” the curved neck of
“Nessie.”
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